The oil and gas pipeline SCADA system based on cloud computing (Clouding SCADA) is proposed in the paper for better reliability, maintainability, extendibility and resource utilization. The multiple data centers storage system of clouding SCADA is designed in paper, it can supporting storage enormous capacity data, expanding in data center lever and independent reading and writing for each data center.
INTRODUCTION
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system of oil and gas pipeline can manage sequential control transmission of petroleum pipeline, equipment monitoring, data synchronization transmission record and monitoring operation conditions of every station control system [1] [2] . Cloud computing, as a current commercial offering, started to become apparent in late 2007 [3] . It was intended to enable computing across widespread and diverse resources, rather than on local machines or at remote server farms. Although there is no standard definition of Cloud Computing, most authors seem to agree that it consists of clusters of distributed computers (Clouds) providing on-demand resources or services over a network with the scale and reliability of a data centre [4] [5] ; notions familiar from resource virtualization and Grid computing. Where these clusters supply instances of on-demand Cloud computing; provision may be comprised of software (e.g., Software as a Service, SaaS) or of the physical resources (e.g., Platform as a Service, PaaS). The Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) [6] [7] [8] is an example of such an approach, where a computing platform is provided. In common with many commercial approaches provision is the primary objective; management and governance handled via redundancy or replication, scaling capacity up or down as required. In contrast the authors proposed a Cloud Coordination framework in 2005 with the notion of a Cloud being a system of ________________________ | loose boundaries, which interacts and merges with other systems [9] [10] . In order to increase reliability, maintainability, extendibility and resource utilization of oil and gas SCADA system, the SCADA system based on cloud computing and the multiple data centers storage system is proposed in the paper.
THE NEW APPLICATION FRAMEWORK OF CLOUDING SCADA SYSTEM
The application framework of clouding SCADA system is shown in Figure 1 . The Master-Slave structure is used in the oil and gas pipeline clouding SCADA system. Master server is responsible for maintaining raw data, including name space, access control, mapping information of point configuration defining and the load information of Slave. In addition, it takes charge of system resource scheduling. In the oil and gas pipeline SCADA system, the cloud structure is used in data center. All point configuration information is divided into fixed packets. Each point configuration information packet is carried out in local servers and remote servers. When real-time data is collected to the nearest regional data center, master of the regional data center distributes the data to several servers to carry out and the primary/backup technology is used to ensure the reliability of system. 
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTIPLE DATA CENTER CLOUD STORAGE SYSTEM
(1) Each data center has autonomy There are two aspects of the autonomy. One is each data center can independent manage, maintain internal status of the data center and handle received requests partly; The other one is most requests of the data center depend on the internal data and status information of the data center;
(2) Each data center has difference Oil and gas pipeline SCADA system cloud storage system is consist of storage devices with multiple different architecture, different performance, different types. So, the difference of data center is much greater.
(3) The wide area of system
The multiple data centers are distributed in different regions. So, the system has wide area.
(4) The dynamic of network Because data centers are distributed different regions, network environment is different.
(5) The territoriality of users For multiple data center cloud storage system, for the same data, the access popularity or times of different region data center is different because of the territoriality of users.
THE MULTIPLE DATA CENTERS STORAGE MODEL DESIGN FOR CLOUDING SCADA
The oil and gas pipeline multiple data center storage system is composed by multiple distributed data center. These distributed data center set can be expressed as   There, StorageInfo is the storage space of Main Master, IoInfo is IO throughput, CpuInfo is CPU information, MemInfo is memory information, and CmInfo is Client Master information.
GFNS(Global File Name Space) expresses the file and data object naming space. otherInfo is the reserved bits of Main Master. dc is a local HDFS system. It's system structure, data reading and writing mechanism, heart beating mechanism is same to HDFS.
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Summary
The cloud storage system for oil and gas pipeline SCADA system based on cloud computing is design in the paper. This is a Multiple Cascading Master-Slave Storage System. In the system, the metadata information is saved in Client Master of each data center. Then Client Master reports the metadata information to Main Master. Because of two layer metadata extraction, the storage pressure of Main Master is less. So, the SCADA-MCMSSS can storage ultra large capacity data content and support expansibility on data center level. In additional, each data center has internal name space. In most situation, each data center can provide independent decision and data reading and writing accessing.
